The evolutionary conservation of genes involved in patterning the primary body axes has revolutionized the fields of both developmental and evolutionary biology, and has spawned the field of evo-devo. One of the most fertile areas of evo-devo has been the analysis of neural induction, during which the embryonic ectoderm is partitioned into neural and epidermal domains. Current studies have raised several important questions, including whether a condensed central nervous system (CNS) arose only once or multiple times during evolution and whether patterning of the CNS by bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) in different branches of the phylogenetic tree reflects a conserved ancestral mechanism (homology) or parallel evolution (convergent evolution). Answers to these questions are essential for reconstructing the nature of the nervous system in the common ancestor of bilateral organisms and, more generally, for translating molecular similarities between existing organisms to morphological homologies in the body plans of ancestors. Several technological innovations have aided recent experimental advances, such as imaging multiple gene expression patterns and comparing genome sequences and homologous gene expression patterns in an ever increasing array of organisms from different branches of evolution. In this Review, we discuss the key issues pertaining to the role of BMP signalling in establishing pattern within the developing CNS and its evolutionary implications.
1
. Among the 37 extant phyla populating these three branches there are many examples of organisms with condensed ventral nerve chords that are partitioned into two or three primary tracts 2 . This recurring theme argues for evolutionary conservation of the trunk CNS across these lineages. However, there are also scattered examples of bilaterian species with a diffuse CNS, which raises the question of which of the two forms is the most derived or the most primitive state, and when the two different modes of nervous system patterning are likely to have arisen. In principle, it should be possible to distinguish between these alternatives by comparing fossil records for various lineages. However, in practice, owing to incomplete fossil data, these questions demand comparative genetic and molecular studies.
Two of the best studied examples of comparative molecular anatomy are the mutually exclusive expression of BMPs and their antagonists in the epidermal and neural ectoderm, respectively, and the conserved relative expression domains of neural identity genes that subsequently subdivide the nervous system along the dorsalventral (D/V) axis. There are striking parallels in how the BMP signalling pathway controls D/V patterning and establishes the embryonic neural territory in a variety of organisms [3] [4] [5] . BMP signalling is also involved in the aforementioned subdivision of the neuroectoderm of vertebrates and invertebrates 6 , and similar expression and regulatory relationships have been found in a primitive polychaete annelid 7 . These parallels strongly suggest that a conserved genetic system controls neural induction and
Hemichordates
From the Greek hemi (half) and from the Latin chorda (cord). Marine worm-like animals that can be slow burrowers (acorn worms, for example) or sessile (pterobranchs, for example). The Hemichordata phylum is closely related to Echinodermata and Chordata phyla; together they constitute the Deuterostomata superphylum.
Echinoderms
From the Greek ekhinos (spiny) and derma (skin). Marine deuterostome animals that include sea stars, sea cucumbers and sea urchins. They possess bilateral symmetry during larval stages, but in adult life they become radially symmetrical.
patterning, and also that the role of BMP4 signalling in this process (and the role of the Drosophila melanogaster homologue Decapentaplegic, DPP) traces back to a common bilaterian ancestor with an organized nervous system. Given these recent findings, we argue that the diffuse nervous systems found in a broad array of organisms probably are derived secondary simplifications, rather than the ancestral bilaterian state.
In this Review, we first discuss the evidence for a conserved genetic system controlling neural induction and its subsequent role in neural patterning. we also compare neural patterning in different organisms, including hemichordates. These organisms have a diffuse nerve net, which we hypothesize secondarily lost the ability to pattern the neuroectoderm in response to BMPs. Finally, we propose a hypothesis that might help reconcile the various findings and that provides a starting point for comparisons of the regulatory systems that control patterning along the anterior-posterior (A/P) and D/V axes.
St-Hilaire's hypothesis
In 1822, the prominent comparative anatomist Geoffrey St-Hilaire noted that the general organization of the body plan was virtually identical in vertebrates and invertebrates, except that they were inverted along the D/V axis with respect to each other 8 
. The vertebrate heart, for instance, lies along the ventral side, but is located dorsally in invertebrates. Similarly, the nervous system lies dorsally in vertebrates, but ventrally in invertebrates (FIG. 1) . As would be expected if the D/V axis was inverted in vertebrates relative to invertebrates, BMP4 and DPP are expressed in inverse patterns in these organisms where they act to define the epidermal ectoderm. Conversely, secreted BMP antagonists, such as Short gastrulation (SOG) in D. melanogaster and the vertebrate homologue chordin (CHD), are expressed in patterns complementary to DPP (in D. melanogaster) and BMP4 (in vertebrates) and function to promote genesis of the nervous system [9] [10] [11] . Although St-Hilaire's proposal was initially rejected, it was Nature Reviews | Genetics 
Box 1 | Inversion of the dorsal-ventral axis in vertebrates?
A unique feature of the nerve chord in vertebrates is that it forms dorsally, whereas it is located ventrally in invertebrates. As the heart and direction of fluid flow are also reversed in vertebrates versus invertebrates, Geoffrey It should be noted that the assignment 'ventral' and 'dorsal' is somewhat arbitrary, as the ventral side of both vertebrates and invertebrates is defined by the location of the mouth orifice. Otherwise, one could imagine that D/V inversion was a trivial consequence of a vertebrate ancestor just evolving to swim upside down. A necessary element of the D/V inversion hypothesis is that there was a concomitant shift of the mouth to the opposite side in a vertebrate ancestor, which might have involved the formation of a new oral opening ventrally 87 (b) . Another possibility to account for the relative organization of the trunk versus mouth is that there was a 180° rotation of the trunk relative to the head (c). This hypothesis has the advantage of providing an explanation for an otherwise puzzling feature of the vertebrate nervous systems, which is that many sensory systems decussate (that is, project to the opposite side of the brain). An alternative hypothesis for the relative location of the mouth is that the nervous system evolved independently in vertebrate and invertebrate lineages from a more primitive and diffuse net of nerve cells 76, [88] [89] [90] , and only later became centralized on opposite sides, either dorsally in vertebrates or ventrally in invertebrates (d). As mentioned above, based on the known similarities in gene expression patterns across phylogenetic lineages, we argue that the common bilaterian ancestor had an organized centralized nerve chord, thus favouring a D/V inversion model. The figure is modified, with permission, from REF. 91  (2008) Elsevier Science.
resurrected almost 200 years later, in the light of conserved gene expression patterns and regulatory relationships between DPP and SOG, BMP4 and CHD, and other pathway components during neural induction in flies and vertebrates [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . An important element of the D/V inversion hypothesis is to show that the similar final patterns of neural gene expression in vertebrates and invertebrates are not just the result of fortuitous evolutionary convergence, but that this developmental process is broadly shared across different organisms. As we discuss below, there is a growing body of evidence supporting the hypothesis that the developmental process is conserved across a range of organisms and that the BMP signalling pathway, which is responsible for organizing gene expression in the neuroectoderm, might once have controlled patterning along the entire D/V axis of the ectoderm.
The conserved BMP signalling pathway
The BMP signalling pathway consists of both intracellular and extracellular components that are conserved and that exert similar functions from fruitflies to humans 18 . Extracellular factors interact to establish the availability of ligand in graded patterns throughout tissues, whereas the intracellular signalling transduction components regulate target gene expression
.
In the early embryo, the first step in neural development is subdivision of the ectoderm into neural and epidermal domains (FIG. 2a) . This process is typically referred to as neural induction 4 . Subsequently, the neural ectoderm is partitioned into three non-overlapping D/V stripes that express different homeobox transcription factors known as neural identity genes 19 (FIG. 2b,c) .
The resulting tripartite neuroectoderm gives rise to three primary rows of neuroblasts that differentiate into distinct neuronal progeny. These two steps of neural development seem to be highly conserved in all three bilaterian branches and depend on two distinct modes of BMP signalling.
All-or-none role of BMPs in neural induction
During the early phase of neural induction, the primary role of BMP signalling is to divert cells in epidermal regions from adopting the neural fate. This all-or-none role of BMP signalling is achieved by repressing neural gene expression and activating ectodermal genes [9] [10] [11] . In the neural ectoderm, BMP antagonists such as SOG Nature Reviews | Genetics and CHD bind to BMPs and prevent them from gaining access to their receptors, thereby allowing these cells to adopt the default neural fate. It is clear that this process is highly conserved at the molecular level because SOG can act as a neural inducer in vertebrate embryos 15, 17, 20 (FIG. 2d) and CHD can block BMP signalling in flies 15, 20, 21 . BMPs accumulate to high levels in future epidermal regions, whereas BMP antagonists are either expressed by the cells of the neural ectoderm (for example, SOG in D. melanogaster) or they diffuse into the neural ectoderm from the adjacent cells (such as CHD, which is produced by dorsal mesoderm cells in vertebrates) 5, 22 . In flies, diffusion of SOG towards the dorsal region is thought to form a reciprocal BMP activity gradient in the epidermal ectoderm
. An intricate extracellular system, which includes additional antagonists and proteases that degrade SOG and thereby free BMPs from inhibitory complexes
, results in graded receptor activation 5 .
High level of BMP signalling in the dorsal epidermal ectoderm has two effects: it represses expression of all neural genes and activates expression of epidermal genes in a dose-dependent fashion (BOXES 2, 3) . A key gene that is activated by high levels of BMP signalling is dpp itself 23 (FIG. 2a) . The combination of DPP diffusion and autoactivation can result in the invasive spread of DPP signalling into the neighbouring neuroectoderm. However, this potentially invasive positive feedback cycle is blocked in the neuroectoderm by the orthologous BMP antagonists SOG and CHD in flies and vertebrates, respectively, as well as by noggin and DAN (differential screening-selected gene aberrative in neuroblastoma) family members in vertebrates 16, [23] [24] [25] [26] . Acting in parallel with extracellular antagonists, BMP signalling is also blocked at the transcriptional level in the D. melanogaster neuroectoderm by the repressor Brinker (BRK) 27 . By preventing high-level BMP signalling from repressing the expression of neural genes, Nature Reviews | Genetics In Drosophila melanogaster, there are six diffusible extracellular ligands belonging to the transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β) superfamily of growth factors, including the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) ligands Decapentaplegic (DPP), Screw (SCW) and Glass-bottom-boat (GBB, not shown) [92] [93] [94] , whereas in vertebrates there are thirty TGF-β ligands, including BMP2 and BMP4, which are the orthologues of DPP (reviewed in REF. 18 ). BMP ligands are secreted by expressing cells in the form of homodimers (for example, DPP-DPP) or heterodimers (such as DPP-SCW), and activate specific combinations of tetrameric receptor complexes formed by type I and type II serine-threonine kinase receptors 95 . In the figure, the names of pathway components are given for D. melanogaster; the human orthologues are given here in parentheses. DPP dimers (BMP2 or BMP4) bind to heterotetrameric receptors consisting of the two Thick veins (TKV) (BMP receptor 1A, BMPR1A, or BMPR1B) type-I chains and two Punt (PUT) (activin receptor type II, ACTRII) type II chains. By contrast, DPP-SCW heterodimers signal through one TKV type I chain, one Saxophone (SAX) (activin receptor-like kinase 1, ALK1 and ALK2) type I chain, and two PUT type II chains [95] [96] [97] [98] . The type II chains of the activated receptor phosphorylate the type I chains, which in turn phosphorylate and activate Mothers against DPP (MAD) (SMAD1, SMAD5, SMAD8 and SMAD9) to generate phospho-MAD (p-MAD) 99, 100 . p-MAD forms a complex with the cooperating-MAD (co-MAD) Medea (SMAD4), and enters the nucleus to alter gene expression. Formation of the p-MAD-Medea complex can be inhibited by inhibitory-MAD (I-MAD) such as Daughters against DPP (DAD, not shown) (SMAD6 and SMAD7), which negatively regulate signalling by either targeting active receptors or at the level of transcription 18 . Once in the nucleus, high levels of the p-MAD-Medea complex activate expression of epidermal genes dorsally. p-MAD and Medea can also form a trimeric complex with Schnurri (SHN), which efficiently represses expression of neural genes in the lateral neuroectoderm where DPP levels are much lower than dorsally. The levels of MAD and Medea that are required to repress target genes are much less than those required to activate epidermal genes. Another transcription factor that regulates BMP signalling is Brinker (BRK), which binds to sequences that overlap those of p-MAD and blocks the response to BMP signalling 27, [101] [102] [103] . In addition to the intracellular regulatory control of BMP signalling, there is tight control of the distribution and availability of the ligands in the extracellular space. The BMP antagonist Short gastrulation (SOG) binds to DPP-SCW heterodimers and prevents the ligand from gaining access to receptors. SOG can also bind DPP homodimers when in a trimeric complex with Twisted gastrulation (TSG, not shown). The metalloprotease Tolloid (TLD) can cleave SOG, releasing DPP and allowing it to signal; TLD can also process SOG into forms that have broader BMP inhibitory activities (for example, that inhibit DPP directly 21 ).
Imaginal disc
Single layer of epithelial cells that forms a sac-like structure in the larvae and gives rise to adult appendages after metamorphosis (for example, wings, legs, antenna, eyes and genitalia).
these various 'neural inducing' factors thereby permit neurogenesis to proceed.
BMPs repress expression of neural genes.
Recent work has identified intracellular components that mediate the repressive branch of BMP signalling in an all-ornone fashion in epidermal regions and in a graded fashion within the neuroectoderm. An important component that is required for BMP-mediated repression is Schnurri (SHN), which encodes a zinc-finger co-repressor protein that is expressed across the embryo in early stages of development [28] [29] [30] . SHN is recruited to specific DNA elements by the BMP signal transducers Mothers against DPP (MAD) and Medea to bind DPPdependent silencer elements 31, 32 
. For example, this type of silencer element participates in the DPPmediated repression of gooseberry, a gene involved in neural development 32 . During the blastoderm stage, however, SHN expression becomes largely excluded from the neuroectoderm 28-30 so it is not clear how it regulates expression of neural identity genes that are repressed by BMP signalling at this stage. Reduced SHN levels in the neuroectoderm might be necessary to allow expression of neural genes in this region 28, 33 . It is not known whether loss of function of both maternal and zygotic SHN causes defects in the neuroectoderm in addition to defects in dorsal ectodermal patterning [28] [29] [30] . Another transcription factor that is involved in regulating BMP signalling in the neuroectoderm is BRK, which is expressed in a broad lateral pattern similar to that of sog and can block DPP-mediated repression of neural identity genes 6 . In other developmental contexts, such as the wing imaginal disc, BRK blocks DPP signalling by binding to the regulatory region of DPP-target genes 34 , and suppression of BRK expression by DPP signalling is dependent on SHN. Because a similar repressive trimeric MAD-Medea-SHN complex mediates potent repression of genes during neurogenesis and wing Nature Reviews | Genetics 32 , it is possible that a general mechanism underlies BMP-mediated activation versus repression of target gene expression.
Dose-dependent neuroectodermal patterning
There is evidence that low levels of BMPs can diffuse into the neural domain and contribute to the subsequent subdivision of that region into three abutting territories 6 . In contrast to the total repression of all neural genes observed in the non-neural ectoderm, in which BMP levels are high, the much lower BMP levels that diffuse into the neighbouring neuroectoderm repress neural genes in a dose-dependent fashion. Patterning arises as a consequence of neural genes that are more sensitive to BMP repression being expressed only in ventral-most regions of the neuroectoderm, far from the source of BMPs, whereas genes that are less sensitive to BMP repression are expressed closer to the epidermal source more dorsally.
The neuroectoderm of flies and vertebrates is subdivided into three non-overlapping domains, which express specific homeobox transcription factors: the domain nearest the epidermis expresses muscle segment homeobox (FIG. 2b,c) . The three fly genes (msh, ind and vnd) are referred to as neural identity genes because they are required to establish cell fates of neuroblasts in each of the domains, which divide to produce distinct neuronal cell lineages [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] . Cells expressing msh or Msx form the border between the neuroectoderm and the ectoderm, and are exposed to the highest levels of BMP signalling, whereas cells expressing ind or Gsh and vnd or Nkx are located progressively further away from the BMP source and receive correspondingly lower levels of BMPs (FIG. 2b,c) . It is important to note that although low levels of BMPs can repress neural gene expression, they are insufficient to activate epidermal genes in the neuroectoderm, because much higher levels of BMP signalling are required to activate than to repress target gene expression 23 . One key component for creating the BMP gradient is diffusion of Short gastrulation (SOG) dorsally from its source in the ventral neuroectoderm, resulting in a concentration gradient with high levels in the ventral side of the epidermal ectoderm and progressively lower levels towards the dorsal midline 105 (a,b). Because SOG binds to BMPs and prevents receptor activation, its asymmetric distribution across the epidermal domain results in a reverse gradient of BMP activity (a). The influx of SOG is regulated by the metalloprotease Tolloid (TLD), which, like DPP, is expressed exclusively in the dorsal epidermal ectoderm 106 . TLD functions as a local sink to produce a steady-state accumulation of SOG in the dorsal region 105 (b). In addition, by cleaving SOG bound to BMPs, TLD frees the ligands to activate their receptors 107 . Another BMP antagonist, Twisted gastrulation (TSG, not shown), participates in this process by forming a ternary complex with SOG and DPP [108] [109] [110] [111] [112] . This binding enhances the capacity of SOG to inhibit BMP 95 . The presence of TSG can also alter the SOG cleavage sites targeted by TLD, leading to the formation of SOG fragments that can inhibit DPP directly 21 . In addition to their inhibitory activity, SOG and TSG enhance the BMP signalling at a long-range distance in dorsal midline cells 113 . It has been suggested that such enhancement could be achieved by protecting DPP from receptor-mediated degradation 114 , and also by carrying DPP to the dorsal midline and concentrating it there 95, 115, 116 . BMP-promoting forms of processed SOG have also been identified that might participate in this long-range activation function 20 . Vertebrate orthologues of TSG 109 and TLD 117 also share similar biochemical properties to the fly proteins 111, 112, [117] [118] [119] , and there is also evidence that chordin (CHD) might act in a dose-dependent fashion in epidermal regions of vertebrate embryos [120] [121] [122] [123] . It is not yet clear, however, whether these proteins act through a mechanism that is similar to that involved in patterning the epidermal domain in vertebrates. The broad range in cellular sensitivity to high versus low levels of BMP signalling enables the two branches of BMP signalling to be used in different regions of the embryo (FIG. 2b; BOX 3) . By restricting the activation and repression branches of the BMP pathway to dorsal versus ventral domains, respectively, this single signalling system can establish multiple cell fates along the entire embryonic D/V axis
Threshold-dependent repression of neural gene expression in flies. when BMP signalling is locally compromised within the D. melanogaster neuroectoderm, the borders of neural-identity-gene expression domains shift dorsally (FIG. 3a,b) , revealing an important role for BMP signalling in establishing pattern in the neuroectoderm 6 . BMPs exert their strongest influence on genes nearest to the dorsal ectodermal source of secretion. Thus, the border between msh and ind expression, which is located closest to the BMP source, shifts dorsally several cell diameters resulting in an expansion of ind expression into the normal msh domain, whereas the border between vnd and ind expression, located 10-12 cell diameters from the ectoderm, shifts only by one or two cells. This concerted shift in gene expression is the result of two processes: dose-dependent repression of ind versus msh by low-level BMP signalling; and 'ventral dominant' cross-regulatory inhibition among neural identity genes 33, 42 , in which more ventrally expressed transcription factors repress the expression of more dorsal genes (FIG. 3b) .
Normally, BMPs act in concert with other patterning systems to establish borders between neural identity genes
. One example is the Dorsal morphogenetic gradient in flies, which predetermines the primary D/V territories. However, under experimental conditions, BMPs alone can also generate neural patterning, albeit not as precisely as in wild-type embryos. Experiments performed in embryos, in which the graded DPP signalling was uncoupled from patterning mediated by the Dorsal gradient, revealed that less BMP signalling is required to inhibit expression of ind than of msh 6 . Threshold-dependent repression of ind and msh results in ind expression being excluded from cells near the DPP source. A consequence of ind expression being eliminated from dorsal-most cells of the neuroectoderm by BMP signalling is to relieve the ventral dominant repression of msh by IND, which results in the apparent activation of msh in those cells. This double-negative mechanism effectively segregates cells into adjacent non-overlapping domains of neural gene expression.
Similar patterning mechanisms in flies and vertebrates.
In vertebrates, a wealth of evidence indicates that BMPs function as dorsal morphogens in the neural tube, defining distinct cell fates by different levels of signalling 6, [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . The conserved expression of neural identity genes relative to the BMP source in flies and vertebrates raises the possibility that BMPs function by similar mechanisms to regulate neural genes in these two species. However, the prevailing view in vertebrates has been that high levels of BMPs promote the expression of genes such as Msx1 in dorsal regions of the neural tube, whereas lower levels of BMPs activate the expression of intermediate neural genes 45, 48 . This model is opposite to the observed neural repressive role of BMPs in flies and is based primarily on experiments in which increasing levels of BMP expression leads to a ventral expansion of the expression domain of Msx genes and a concomitant reduction of intermediate cell fates.
These apparently contrasting modes of regulatory function of BMPs in vertebrates versus flies might be deceiving, as nearly all the vertebrate data could be equally well explained by a double-negative mechanism similar to that described above for D. melanogaster. Thus, the expansion of Msx gene expression might not reflect direct activation by BMP signalling, but rather might result indirectly from inhibition of the expression of a Msx gene repressor. Consistent with this hypothesis, studies in zebrafish suggest that high levels of BMP signalling, corresponding to those acting in the epidermis, can suppress Msx1 and Msx2 expression 50 , paralleling the situation observed in flies. In addition, BMP signalling can repress the expression of intermediate genes, such as developing brain homeobox 1 (Dbx1), Dbx2 and paired box 6 (Pax6) [52] [53] [54] [55] . To distinguish between these two models, it will be crucial to determine whether cross-regulation among vertebrate neural identity genes Nature Reviews | Genetics follows a ventral dominant pattern as has been demonstrated in D. melanogaster. It will also be important to test whether BMP-dependent repression of neural genes is a general mechanism operating across vertebrates.
Another parallel with fruitflies is the fact that BMP signalling in vertebrates is sufficient to pattern the neuroectoderm when this tissue is isolated from other patterning cues. In apolar chick neural-plate explants that have been adjusted to generate uniform ventralized cell fates, addition of BMPs can cause a ventral-to-dorsal shift in the expression of neural genes 6 . Moreover, there is evidence that BMPs can pattern the entire D/V axis of the neural tube in the complete absence of the ventral sonic hedgehog (SHH) patterning system 56 (see below and BOX 4). Similar BMP-mediated patterning has also been observed in primitive polychaete annelids 7 . The sufficiency of BMP signalling for creating neural pattern and its highly conserved activity in the three primary phylogenetic lineages of Metazoa provides compelling evidence that the bilaterian ancestor already used this signalling pathway to subdivide a highly organized nervous system, which was inherited in many descendent branches. These findings are difficult to reconcile with the alternative model that organized condensed nerve chords evolved independently in these three lineages, as would be the case if a diffuse nervous system were the primitive state in their most recent common ancestor.
Ventral patterning cues in the neuroectoderm
In conjunction with BMP gradients emanating dorsally, ventral patterning cues also help to establish neuronal fates. In D. melanogaster there is a ventral-to-dorsal
Box 4 | Organism-specific ventral patterning cues
Organism-specific ventral patterning systems act in concert with conserved graded bone morphogenetic protein (BMP) signalling to pattern the neuroectoderm (see figure) . In Drosophila melanogaster (left-hand panels in the figure) , the primary maternal dorsal-ventral (D/V) morphogen Dorsal activates genes in a threshold-dependent fashion in ventral regions of the embryo, whereas in vertebrates (right-hand panels in the figure) , the secreted morphogen sonic hedgehog (SHH) helps pattern ventral elements of the neural tube.
Ventral neural patterning in D. melanogaster Dorsal encodes an nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB)-type transcription factor that activates Short gastrulation (SOG) and represses Decapentaplegic (DPP) in lateral regions, keeping those proteins in separate domains 124 (middle left panel). Intermediate Dorsal levels in lateral regions activate expression of other neuroectodermal genes as well, whereas high Dorsal levels in the ventral region activate mesodermal genes, such as snail and twist. These genes in turn repress the expression of neuroectodermal genes and define the ventral limit of the neuroectoderm. Comparison of the enhancers of intermediate neuroblasts defective (ind) and ventral nervous system defective (vnd) expression suggests that the separation between the two expression domains can be induced by Dorsal alone. The ind enhancer contains many closely spaced high-affinity binding sites for Dorsal 33 , which allows it to be activated throughout the entire width of the neuroectoderm; vnd contains fewer binding sites for Dorsal and therefore is only activated in the ventral region of the neuroectoderm, where Dorsal levels are higher. Because VND is a repressor of ind, its early activation excludes the expression of ind from the ventral domain 42 . By contrast, muscle segment homeobox (msh) regulation is independent of Dorsal 125 .
Ventral neural patterning in vertebrates
In vertebrates, the secreted morphogen SHH diffuses from the notochord and floor plate of the neural tube to control cell fates in ventral and lateral portions of the central nervous system (CNS) 56, 61 . SHH signalling regulates the production of activating versus inhibitory forms of the glioma-associated oncogene homologue (GLI) family transcription factors. High levels of SHH result in the production of activating forms of GLI (GLI2 in figure) , whereas in regions of low-level signalling the repressive form (GLI3) predominates. As described in the main text, severe ventral patterning defects are observed when only the activating branch of the pathway is crippled, whereas much of the pattern is restored when the entire signalling system is eliminated. BMP antagonists such as chordin (CHD) and noggin emanating from the notochord act together with SHH to establish ventral cell fates by inhibiting long-range BMP signalling ventrally 67, 68 . The domains of neural gene expression in the bottom panel are indicated as: blue, VND in flies and NK2 transcription factor-related (NKX) in vertebrates; green, IND in flies and genomic screen homeobox (GSH) and paired box 6 (PAX6) in vertebrates; red, MSH in flies and MSH homeobox (MSX) in vertebrates. 
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. The opposing gradients of BMPs and ventral morphogens might more reliably create sharp boundaries of gene expression within a large field of cells than a single gradient. The recruitment of these additional cues seems to be species specific, as neither nuclear factor kappa B (NF-κB)-related homologues of Dorsal in vertebrates nor Hedgehog in flies participate in D/V patterning of the nervous system. It is also possible that one of these pathways was ancestral and was lost from the other lineage. For example, it has been reported that a hedgehog homologue is expressed along the ventral midline in a mollusc embryo 57 . However, it remains to be determined whether this signalling pathway is involved in neuroectoderm patterning in these invertebrate organisms.
DPP and Dorsal cooperate in flies.
In flies, the Dorsal and DPP gradients act together during neuroectodermal patterning. when a gradient of BMP signalling is produced in isolation from the Dorsal gradient, the resulting separation of ind and msh expression is not nearly as sharp as the endogenous mutually exclusive expression of these genes 6 . There are two possible mechanisms by which the Dorsal gradient might help sharpen borders in the neuroectoderm. First, as mentioned above, Dorsal directly activates ventral and lateral genes in a thresholddependent fashion 6, 42 
. Second, Dorsal dynamically regulates expression of the BMP antagonists SOG and BRK 58, 59 , which initially are expressed throughout the entire neuroectoderm, but then fade dorsally as the maternal Dorsal gradient collapses during late blastoderm stages 14, 27 . The graded distribution of these BMP antagonists might refine the BMP gradient formed within the neuroectoderm, thereby providing more precision to cellular responses.
The role of SHH in neural tube patterning. Evidence in vertebrate systems suggest that dorsally produced BMPs alone can generate pattern across most of the D/V axis in the neural tube, although under normal circumstances ventrally produced SHH also contributes to this process. SHH is secreted from the notochord and floor plate and regulates the expression of class I genes (intermediate genes such as Pax6, iroquois related homeobox 3 (Irx3), Dbx1, Dbx2 and Pax7) and class II genes (ventral genes such as Nkx2.2, oligodendrocyte lineage transcription factor 2 (Olig2), Nkx6.1 and Nkx6.2) 60, 61 . In mutant mice lacking SHH function, there is a ventral expansion of intermediate fates and a concomitant loss of ventral cell fates. A similar loss of ventral fates is observed in mutants for the glioma-associated oncogene homologue 2 (GLI2) repressor, which mediates SHH signalling in ventral regions of the neural tube, whereas loss of function of GLI3 alters intermediate cell fates
. Surprisingly, expression of most ventral markers that are lost or greatly reduced in Shh single mutants (except for NKX2.2) can be restored in Shh;Gli3 double mutants, albeit with less regularity than in wild-type individuals 56, [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] . This finding indicates that the main role of SHH signalling is to block the repressive activity of GLI3, and that most ventral neural patterning can be elaborated in the absence of the SHH gradient. Consistent with this hypothesis, BMP mutants exhibit defects spanning the entire D/V axis of the neural tube 43, 48 and BMP antagonists expressed ventrally in the notochord act synergistically with SHH 67, 68 , suggesting that inhibition of BMPs near the midline normally has an important role in ventral patterning.
These various observations strongly suggest that the BMP gradient effectively reaches the ventral-most regions of the neural tube to provide cell-fate cues. The ability of BMPs to pattern over such large distances and the conserved roles they have in neural patterning suggest that this pathway might once have been sufficient to pattern the entire D/V axis. The proposal that a single morphogen could pattern the entire D/V axis of the nervous system is in agreement with speculation that the bilaterian ancestor living in Precambrian times was small 69, 70 . As organisms grew markedly in size during the Cambrian period, additional ventral cues might have been recruited independently in vertebrate and invertebrate lineages to create more robust and reliable patterning in regions far from the dorsal source of BMPs.
Neural patterning in other organisms
As argued above, the similarity of neuronal gene expression patterns and their regulation by the highly conserved BMP signalling pathway in flies (BOX 2) and vertebrates (FIG. 4) strongly suggests that this process was inherited from a common ancestor. An alternative possibility is that similar patterns of gene expression evolved independently in the vertebrate and Drosophila lineages, which is consistent with the lack of clear fossil data for a bilaterian ancestor with a condensed nervous system. One way to distinguish between conserved versus convergent evolutionary processes is to examine pattern formation in a broad variety of organisms (FIG. 4a) . Although analysis of neurogenesis across phylogeny is still in its nascent phase, interesting parallels can already be gleaned from studies in diploblasts, hemichordates, arthropods and annelids (FIG. 4b-d) .
The antiquity of the BMP and SOG/CHD system is revealed by the localized expression of these genes in embryos of diploblasts, such as corals 71, 72 (FIG. 4b) , jellyfish 73 and the sea anemone 74, 75 , along an axis that is orthogonal to the longitudinal body axis, which expresses nested patterns of homeotic (Hox) genes. It is not clear, however, whether there is a necessary link between the localized expression of BMP and SOG/ CHD genes and neural development. Recent analysis of the hemichordate Saccoglossus kowalevskii 76 has shown that, although BMP and SOG/CHD are expressed in opposing domains, misexpression of BMPs does not suppress neuronal development and neural identity genes are not expressed in a restricted fashion along the D/V axis as they are in flies or vertebrates. However, these organisms are nearly rotationally symmetrical so it is difficult to establish dorsoventrality in the hemichordate ectoderm, which consists of a nearly uniform epidermis with a diffuse net of nerve cells. 
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It is clear that the neural suppressive activity of BMPs and their inhibition by SOG/CHD in the neuroectoderm in flies is shared with other arthropods, such as spiders 77 and beetles 78 . One model that was missing from the phylogenetic comparisons until recently was analysis of organisms from the third main branch of bilaterians, namely the Lophotrochozoa. This branch includes annelids, molluscs and brachiopods (FIG. 4a) . Such data has now been obtained for a polychaete annelid 7 , which is thought to have retained many primitive characteristics that were present in the bilaterian ancestor. Consistent with studies in flies and vertebrates, BMPs also differentially regulate expression of neural genes in this primitive annelid. Remarkably, functional studies verified that the progeny of neurons arising from different D/V positions have similar patterns of connectivity, similar expression levels of neurotransmitters, and similar physiological properties in annelids and vertebrates 7 . Indeed, the conservation in gene expression patterns and cell types between the annelid worm and vertebrates is even greater than between Drosophila and vertebrates. For example, motor neurons arise only from a ventral domain in both vertebrates and annelids, whereas flies also produce some motor neurons from lateral and dorsal rows of neuroblasts. These detailed similarities in a third branch of the bilaterian lineage strongly suggest that the ancestor not only had a condensed nerve chord with defined cell types arising from stereotyped positions, but also used distinct thresholds of BMP signalling to establish those cell fates 79 . The simplest explanation to account for absence of this pattern in S. kowalevskii is that the response to the BMP and SOG/CHD patterning system was lost in that lineage, consistent with the nearly radially symmetrical organization of the hemichordate body plan, which would gain no obvious benefit from restricting neurons to one side of the body.
Together, the existing comparative molecular data are most consistent with a bilaterian ancestor with a condensed nerve chord and at least three primary subdivisions. This view is also in agreement with the ubiquity of two or three ventral nerve chords in extant organisms (FIG. 4e) . According to this view, the morphotype of a simple dispersed CNS, which is also observed broadly across phylogenies, is probably the result of frequent secondary loss of the ancestral organized body plan. This interpretation is supported by the high rate of gene loss during evolution, which has become appreciated through comprehensive comparisons of fully sequenced genomes 3, 80 .
Regulatory treadmilling: a hypothesis for the conservation of A/P and D/V patterning genes. One of the most striking findings in developmental biology in the past two decades has been the evolutionary conservation of basic patterning mechanisms that define the body plan. These mechanisms are exemplified by Hox genes that specify cell fates along the A/P axis 81 and the complementary function of the BMP and SOG/CHD genes to establish conserved gene expression along the D/V axis [9] [10] [11] . It has generally been assumed that the conserved protein-coding sequences of genes that function early in genetic hierarchies, such as the Hox or neural identity genes, reflects the conserved function of these genes in the regulation of shared sets of downstream effector genes.
Alternative hypotheses regarding the function of higher order regulatory factors are also possible. One could imagine, for example, that Hox genes define only an abstract positional code that is interpreted differently in morphologically diverse organisms 82 . This view is particularly compelling in the case of the A/P axis, which has undergone extensive morphological transformation during evolution with different structures forming in different positions along the body in one taxon compared with another. A potential difficulty with this idea is that it does not immediately account for the high degree of evolutionary conservation of the patterning genes. If the downstream targets differ, what constrains changes so effectively in the regulatory factor?
One possible explanation for the strong conservation of higher order regulatory factors such as the Hox genes, which might define only abstract positional codes, is that in any given organism they control large numbers of genes, even though these sets of targets differ across phylogenies. According to this model, change in such a regulatory factor is constrained during evolution simply because, at any given point during evolution, the regulator controls many targets. The identity of downstream target genes could turn over during evolution so that some ancestral target genes lose their regulatory dependence on the regulatory factor and others newly acquire such regulation. Although, with time, the constituents of the controlled set of genes would change, large numbers of target genes would nonetheless always be under the control of the regulatory factor in any organism (FIG. 5a) . we refer to this process of target-gene turn-over as 'regulatory treadmilling' . 
◀
The crux of our hypothesis is that regulatory treadmilling occurs at a considerably slower pace along the D/V axis (FIG. 5c) , which is subdivided into a series of well conserved tissues, than along the A/P axis, in which morphological diversification is greater and is less tied to specific cell types (FIG. 5a,b) . we would therefore predict that two patterns would be evident for divergent species undergoing different rates of morphological diversification. First, the rate of regulatory treadmilling for Hox target genes along the A/P axis (defined as the fraction of target genes shared between the ancestral organism and it descendents) would be higher for the rapidly evolving branch with greater morphological divergence. Second, for both branches, the rate of treadmilling would be lower for D/V patterning genes functioning at an equivalent hierarchical level, such as the neural identity genes (FIG. 5c) . Existing data on downstream targets of Hox genes versus tissue-determining genes are too fragmentary to draw firm conclusions, but some trends are worth analysing further. For example, the diversity of Hox target genes observed in different species is striking, with few genes being identified in more than one species 82 . Conversely, there are some notable examples of similarities in D/V patterning genes between species, such as genes encoding related types of ion channels and transporters in the heart 83 , genes encoding proteins involved in transmitter synthesis and release in the nervous system 84 , and genes involved in cell migration in the mesoderm (reviewed in REF. 85 ).
In addition to the experimental determination of directly regulated targets of Hox genes or D/V identity genes (see REF. 82 for an excellent discussion of rigorous criteria for establishing genes as being direct regulatory targets), interspecific germline transplantation experiments might also be helpful in assessing the rate of A/P versus D/V treadmilling. For instance, in an attempt to create hybrids between two distantly related Drosophila species, Lawrence and colleagues transplanted germ cells from Drosophila rajasekari into sterile D. melanogaster female hosts 86 , which were then crossed to D. melanogaster males. In the rare D. rajasekari-melanogaster hybrid larvae resulting from this cross, it was noted that the cuticle had normal D/V morphological structures, but showed substantial defects in head and tail formation. Thus, it seems that one of the first departures in related species with significant morphological differences is to have altered patterning along the A/P axis, while maintaining a very similar D/V patterning system. Future analysis of interspecific hybrid embryos with molecular markers might reveal differences in the degree of conservation in A/P versus D/V regulatory hierarchies.
Conclusions
One of the best models for understanding the evolution of developmental mechanisms is the role of BMP signalling in neural induction and subsequent patterning within the neuroectoderm. Detailed analysis of these processes in the three principal branches of bilaterian organisms has revealed striking similarities in specification and patterning of the CNS. During the early neural-induction phase, BMPs act in an all-or-none fashion to inhibit neural gene expression in epidermal domains. Subsequently, BMPs play a dose-dependent part in determining cell fates within the neuroectoderm. In flies, this later phase of patterning relies on the same fundamental mechanism that operates during neural induction, namely repression of neural gene expression. However, in the neuroectoderm, where BMP levels are limiting, gene repression is dosage dependent. BMPs also have a dosage-sensitive function in patterning the neuroectoderm of vertebrates and polychaete annelids, but it has not been clearly established whether the mechanism is the same as the one observed in flies. In addition, there is a smaller overlapping set of genes induced by PAX6 in both species that are involved in specifying the eye field. Genes defining the eye field provide an interesting predicted exception to the A/P versus dorsal-ventral (D/V) treadmilling rate dichotomy. This module of genes might turn over less frequently, as in the case of primary tissue types. We would predict, therefore, that PAX6 target genes would consist of a rapidly treadmilling component (those genes mediating general A/P positional information in the brain) and a slower treadmilling component required for specifying the eye field. c | Expression of a neural identity gene such as NK transcription factor-related 2.2 (Nkx2.2; ventral nervous system defective in D. melanogaster) in a subdomain of the neuroectoderm along the D/V axis. In this case, most of the target genes expressed are common between flies and vertebrate as they are involved in specifying conserved cell and tissue types. Although current day flies and vertebrates use distinct ventral patterning cues in addition to dorsally derived BMPs, we propose a model, developed on the basis of the common elements of gene regulation observed in flies, vertebrates and annelids, in which BMPs had an ancestral function in patterning the full D/V axis of the neuroectoderm. The model is based in part on the premise that high-order regulatory genes control similar sets of downstream target genes in corresponding cell types in diverse organisms. we further suggest that this conserved regulation of target genes might be a more salient property of D/V patterning genes, which define conserved cell types, than of A/P patterning genes, which might define a more abstract positional code.
